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self-produced Human Comedy In Tokyo starred members of the company and was 
screened at the theatre where the company usually performed. 

“As a result, it’s a film not a lot of people have seen,” says Fukada. “So I wanted to take this 
opportunity to show it.” 

For Fukada, the success of his Cannes prizewinner Harmonium comes down to its cast — 
it stars Kanji Furutachi and Mariko Tsutsui as a married couple whose banal existence is 
rocked by the appearance of a man (Tadanobu Asano) recently released from prison. 
“The film comes alive through that ensemble,” says Fukada. 

Three years later, Fukada reunited with Tsutsui for A Girl Missing, in which she plays a 
home nurse who seeks revenge after her life is ruined by false accusations. It was the first 
time the ensemble-minded Fukada had focused on a single actor in a lead role. “The film 
is all about Tsutsui,” he says. “She is in every scene.” 

The final feature film in TIFF’s line-up is The Real Thing — one of the titles selected for 
the Cannes 2020 label — a nearly four-hour epic based on a manga from the early 2000s 
by Mochiru Hoshisato. “I read the manga when I was 20 and it really influenced me,” says 
Fukada. “When we were shooting, I felt a lot of connections between it and my previous 
films.” 

Despite helming films at a clip of about one a year, Fukada has found time to involve 
himself in larger issues facing the industry. Early this year, he became one of the movers 
behind a crowdfunding project to help save Japan’s independent cinemas, or ‘mini-
theatres’, from the effects of the pandemic. 

“By February or March, it was clear from social media that mini-theatres were in trouble 
— customers were down by 50, 80, 90%. There were even days with no customers at all,” 
says Fukada. 

The crowdfunding effort, dubbed ‘Mini-Theater Aid’, brought in more than $3m (¥330m), 
over three times its initial goal, and kept many independent cinemas afloat. “My films 
have always been shown in mini-theatres. If they went under, there would be no place for 
my films.” ◆ 
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ABOUT THE FILM 
After a floundering toy salesman rescues a beguiling woman whose car was stuck on the 
train tracks, she inadvertently whisks him into an epic series of misadventures that turn 
his life upside down. While his once humdrum routine was already complicated by two 
female co-workers, he soon finds himself entrenched with gangsters, strange interlopers, 
kidnapping and other sundry crimes and misdemeanors. Singular auteur Kôji Fukada 
(A Girl Missing, Locarno in Los Angeles 2020) marks his first time adapting someone 
else’s work to the screen by bringing this popular manga to life replete with his patently 
idiosyncratic and lively take on human nature, fatalism, and true love. Official Selection: 
Cannes. 

237 min. | Japan | 2020 

The Real Thing  
by Glenn Heath Jr. 

The following article was originally published by Afterglow, April 23, 2021 

Strangely circular and beguiling, The Real Thing follows corporate salaryman Tsuji (Win 
Morisaki) who keeps crossing paths with Ukiyo (Kaho Tsuchimura), a compulsively 
untrustworthy and perpetually broke young woman currently embroiled in bad 
financial and emotional relationships with various predatory men. Many of their early 
interactions involve Ukiyo in some state of distress or escape, with Tsuji trying to piece 
together exactly why. As a result, his humdrum 9-5 life becomes suddenly upended by 
constant uncertainty. 

Epic love stories tend to explore the extreme highs and lows of a given relationship, 
but The Real Thing exists more in the grey area between fondness and hate, a place 
where unexplainable attraction fuels constant anxiety. With each passing 
episode, the couple grows increasingly winded by changing circumstances, jealousies, 
and narrative revelations that complicate any chance of traditional happiness. So in 
effect, Fukada’s effort is a marathon made up of sprints, where the small details of story 
and character threaten to derail a larger sense of romantic momentum at play. 

Multiple times throughout The Real Thing, an opportunistic but fair yakuza named 
Wakita observes Tsuji and Ukiyo’s self-destructive exploits and says, “I love watching a 
dumb couple crash and burn.” Despite the surface-level harshness of such a statement, 
there’s also a great deal of beauty to his blunt sentiment. People may act irrationally and 
stupidly while falling in love, but they’re also handing themselves over to a whirlwind 
process that can take forever and rarely makes sense. The bravery of this never-ending 
endurance is ultimately what makes The Real Thing so moving. ◆ 

Kôji Fukada on how theatre has influenced his work and his 
fight to save indie cinemas  

by Matt Schley 

The following article was originally published by Screen Daily, November 2, 2020 

In 2016, a haunting Japanese film called Harmonium made a splash at Cannes Film 
Festival, winning the jury prize in the festival’s Un Certain Regard section. It introduced 
the world to Koji Fukada who, despite turning 40 only this year, had already been 
making films in Japan’s independent film scene for nearly 20 years. 

Since Harmonium, Fukada has continued to explore the themes of duality and 
disconnection in titles such as A Girl Missing (2019) and The Real Thing (2020). Those three 
films, plus the rarely seen Human Comedy In Tokyo (2008) and several shorts will be 
screened by Tokyo International Film Festival (TIFF) in Japan Now’s Director in Focus 
sidebar — much to the director’s surprise. “I had always thought of [Director in Focus] as 
featuring directors with longer careers,” says Fukada. “I thought, ‘Is it really okay that it’s 
me?’” 

Fukada may protest, but his career as a director spans nearly two decades: he helmed his 
first feature Chair(Isu) in his early 20s. It was a big leap for a young man who, just a few 
years earlier, had barely realised film directing was a job. 

“I grew up watching and loving films,” says Fukada, whose childhood home was filled 
with VHS tapes. He was drawn to films from directors such as Eric Rohmer and Victor 
Erice, whose The Spirit Of The Beehive “made a huge impact”. But because the films he 
was watching were older and from outside Japan, Fukada didn’t realise he could be a 
director himself. 

That all changed when, as a university student, he saw a flyer for The Film School of 
Tokyo, whose instructors have included lauded directors such as Kiyoshi Kurosawa. 
Enrolling at the school taught him the filmmaking basics — and, more importantly, 
brought the budding director into contact with like-minded peers. “I had watched films 
by myself up until then, so that was huge,” Fukada says. 

Another turning point was Fukada’s encounter with Seinendan theatre company. “Like a 
lot of cinema fundamentalists, I hated theatre,” says Fukada. “But Seinendan was 
different. None of the actors emoted in loud voices, there was no music, no easy-to-
understand plots. The lines sounded like normal conversation, but were written and 
performed so you could guess the characters’ internal feelings.” 

Fukada joined the company and applied its quiet, naturalistic philosophy to his films. His 
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